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What you can
expect

• How to find your role
• Practice
• Questions
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What is Acting?



What is acting?

A manager is entering an office and says „good morning“ to a 
secretary.

Is that acting?

What happens if somebody else is hearing or observing the
situation?
What happens, if the manager thinks, somebody else is hearing
or observing the situation?
What happens after the manager entered the room thirty
times?



How is behavior of executives
different?

• Time Sensitive
• Sometimes limited trust because of dysfunctional

organizations
• Subordinates demand direction, protection & order
• Results in fear and a need for security

Need clarity

What happens, if we‘re not meeting their expectations?



In which moments do we
have impact on them?



How can we shape
these moments?



1. CRAFT
2. PERSONALITY

3. STYLE



1. CRAFT
Concentration, Relaxation, Awareness



.I went to the woods because I wished to
live deliberately, to front only the 
essential facts of life, and see if I could
not learn what it had to teach, and not, 
when I came to die, discover that I had
not lived



2. PERSONALITY
RECIPROCAL CHARACTERIZATION



Reciprocal Characterization

Arrogance can be played by characterizing other people as fools, yokels, or weaklings.

Humility can be played by characterizing other people as powerful, brilliant, and knowing.

You can discover your inner geniality by making the reciprocal characterization that other people are lovable, 
funny, fun to be with, and fond of you. 

You can create confidence by characterizing other people as admiring your qualities, approving your
intentions, and supporting your actions.

Take some notes: What would be different, if you were assuming, that other people as admiring your qualities, 
approving your intentions, and supporting your actions.

Cohen, Robert. Acting Power: The 21st Century Edition, Taylor and Francis. Kindle-Version.



Reciprocal Characterization

The actor need only plant the characterizing assumption on the other
actor-character; on his body, in the arch of her eyebrows, the glare of
his eyes, the set of her jaw, the suppression of his fist, the
restlessness of her leg. The plant should be on the physical person
seen; not simply on the “actor” or the “character” as abstractions, but 
on the actual physiology across the table that will inspire reciprocal
interaction and reciprocal characterization.

Cohen, Robert. Acting Power: The 21st Century Edition (p.116). 
Taylor and Francis. Kindle-Version.



How does this exercise
changed your
relationship?

How do you want to shape the relationship
to an executive you‘re working with? Which

reciprocal characterization would you
chose?



3. STYLE
STATUS, RHYTHM



Prepare your next intervention

Punctuated
Equilibrium

© Jeff Sutherland

“All complex systems evolve through a series of stable states.”
Herbert Simon. The Sciences of the Artificial, Third Edition. MIT Press, 1996



Prepare your next intervention

§What do they gain?
§ Is there a potential loss?

§What can they expect?
§What should they do after your intervention?
§What experience should they make, so that they

understand you well?
§What do you enjoy about your intervention?



SUMMARY
CLEAR IMPRESSION, CLEAR EXPRESSION, CLEAR IMPRESSION
PRACTICE YOUR BREATHING & PROJECTING OF THOUGHTS

SHAPE YOUR RELATIONSHIP ACTIVELY
PREPARE YOUR INTERVENTION
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